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RELATIONSHIPS BIZWEEN DEPOSITIONAL SYSTEM; 
GROUND-WATER FLOW HISTORY: AND OR1QlN. MI- 
GRATION. AND CONCENTRATION OF URANIUM- 
CATAHOULA FORMATION OF TEXAS COASTAL PLAIN' 
(Abstract) 
by William E. Galloway 

The Catahoula Formation is a host for major known 
reserves of uranbm ore and is the target of extensive 
exploration in the Texas coastal plain. Regional genetic 
facies analysis shows the Catahoula to consist of two 
principal fluvial systems. The Gueydan fluvial system of 
South Texas consists of low sinuosity, bed-load to mixed- 
load channel sands. and gravelly sands interbedded with 
ash-rich crevasse and floodplain facies. Coarse materlal 
was derived from erosion of volcanic debris In Trana- 
Pecos Texas; ash was derived fmm explosive eruptlve 
centers in western Mexico. The ChiteCorrigan fiuvial 
system of East Texas contains deposits of several ainuoua 
to meandering, mixed-load channel complexes sur- 
rounded by extensive crev-play, floodplain, and la- 
Custrine facies. Sands were derived from nonvolcantc 
sources, but air-fall ash is abundant. 

Analysis of trace uranium content of, ash-derived 
mudstones indicates early mobilization of uranium in 
depcwitional environments characterized by subaerial 

affect both facies distilbution and Later ground-water flow 
geometry); and (3) the geographic position of recharge 
and discharge areas. The ared extent, geometry, and 
uranium content of alteration fronts. in turn, reflect the 
geometry and flux of the ground-water flow system at the 
time of mineralization. Postmineralization dlagenetic alter- 
ation of host sands and the geological relationships sup 
gest that Catahoula mineralization patterns were asta- 
bllahed soon after deposition in a semiconfined aquifer; 
subsequent remobilizatlon and migration of uranium have 
been limited. 


